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Schwan Hot Filtered Water System
Instant Hot filtered drinking water on tap! 
Archant releases the Schwan, the latest instant hot tap for discerning kitchen owners. 

Enjoy instant filtered boiling hot drinking water on tap-imagine the convenience of never 
waiting for the kettle to boil. 

The Schwan is perfect for coffee, tea, soups, noodles, blanching vegetables, food 
preparation and countless other uses in the kitchen. It is not recommended for 
commercial installations. (Maximum 6 staff only) 

It delivers up to 60 cups an hour of steaming hot filtered water adjustable up to 98°C tank 
temperature, making it the ideal addition to residential kitchens, and smaller workspace 
kitchens and lunchrooms. 
 
With a pleasing array of features designed for convenience, efficiency, and safety, the 
stylish Schwan instant hot taps are rapidly proving popular with homeowners and 
specifiers all over the country.

Enjoy.

Specification Notes

Installation hole diameter: 35mm

2.5-litre tank included

- Up to 60 cups an hour of steaming hot water
- Temperature adjustable up to 98°C
- High-clearance swivelling spout
- Automated shut-off valve means easy to change filters, simply unscrew and replace
- Cool-touch spout safe to touch
- Child-safety button on the hot lever. Lever must be depressed before working
- Non-drip dispenser: providing the temperature is set correctly
- Uses less energy than a 40 watt light-bulb and cheaper to run than boiling a jug
- Long lasting quality stainless-steel tank
- Insulated tank keeps water hotter for longer
- Includes a phosphate scale inhibitor to reduce the build-up of lime-scale
- Perfect for coffee, tea, soup and food preparation
- The filter on these taps are recommended to be replaced every 2-3 years or at 30,000 
litres.

Specifications

Tap Type Accessories Tap Pressure All pressures Tap Warranty 2 

Tap Finish Chrome Tap Swivel 360 Family Schwan 

Tap Feature Hot Filtered Water Tap WELS Rating


